**Hector Bustos**
- Bustos met with Dan Lawson to discuss armed public safety officers and their presence in the residence halls.
- Bustos met with Laura May to discuss the ASUSF Senate Quarterly Report.
- Bustos met with Lester Deanes, Student Engagement.
- Bustos confirmed the attendance of guest speakers for the ASUSF fall town hall.

**Cassie Murphy**
- Senate approved Murphy’s “Resolved Commitment to Voter Engagement at USF” Resolution.

**Tiana Valerio**
- UBAC has decided to add an ad hoc meeting of non-administrators and Valerio is now a part of the ad hoc group
- Valerio has just been made aware of the tuition increase and is disseminating the information to the student body in order to promote the Town Hall
- Finance Committee is going to decide on new org contribution values for internal development funding.
- Finance Committee is going to continue to receive requests for funding.
- Simi:
  - Has attended the BSN Faculty meeting alongside the cohort reps
  - Had a meeting before the BSN faculty meeting with the two professors in charge of the cohort reps to talk about the issues they were planning to bring up to the faculty
  - Has decided to put the idea of a town hall on hold and collaborate with NSA president to bring SON professors to NSA meetings
  - Is going to reach out to the Junior 2 cohort to talk about their specific concerns when it comes to their academics
  - Is going to schedule a meeting with all the cohort reps to talk about how they can support one another and be a resource for one another
  - Is going to decide whether or not these NSA meetings will be more effective than a town hall
  - Is going to talk to the dean and assistant dean about how they feel about a town hall and what the pluses and deltas of the town halls that they have had in the past have been
- Finance Committee has awarded Best Buddies $761 for their Holiday Party.
- Finance Committee has awarded Latinas Unidas $3909 for Nochesitas.
- Finance Committee has awarded ASUSF Senate $327.16 for their sweater that they asked for in excess of their annual budget.

**Irene Nguyen**
• Nguyen will contact EMGS regarding catering for Fall Town Hall & Snack with Senate
• Nguyen will keep track of organization’s attendance to Town Hall and future Senate meetings
• Marketing Committee is reaching out to departments and running social media for Town Hall
• D’Vine went to BSU eboard meeting on Monday night and talked abt how they can support the Town Hall
• Cassie presented her resolution at the policy board and at Senate meeting on Wednesday
• Metyia has been working on her Magis fellowship project
• - 90 actions taken from Instagram account
• - 24 more account visits than last week
• - 832 people reached

**Paolo Sayas**
• Sayas is finalizing the food insecurity/student satisfaction survey with the Junior Class representative; Sayas is planning on scheduling a meeting with Jeff Hamrick to spread broadly about Bon App.
• ASUSF Advocacy Committee has worked up a draft for the Students with Disabilities representative’s resolution on housing accommodations.

**Marisol** (Students with Disabilities representative)
• Met with Tom (Director of SDS); agrees on resolution work
• Scheduling a meeting with Torry
• Finalized dates and locations for SDS Town Hall
• Reached out to Sonja (RHA President) to talk about advocacy for accessible housing for students with disabilities

**Leo** (Gender and Sexual Diversity representative)
• Leo is to meet this week with a member of Tri Delta sorority’s Diversity Council and share resources/information about senate on Wednesday the 23rd
• Final drafts of condom resolutions are coming ahead to be brought to advocacy committee soon
• Leo is also attending LGBTQ+ events this week ran by the cultural centers to hear constituent needs and inform them of what he has been working on to gather support

**Belen** (Student of Color representative)
• Set an appointment with Ria (President of CFCC)
• Wants to work with Matiya on MAGIS Fellowship → talk to Tiana (VPF)
• Culturally-focused clubs → doesn’t have to be committee

**Tanya** (International Student representative)
• Has been doing outreach with international students to determine the need for a central International Student resource.
  - The response has overwhelmingly affirmed the need for the central student resource.
• Has been attending international student focused events held in the intercultural center such as Cafe International and a talk held yesterday on “How to talk to Professors”
  - The response was that, the topic was incredibly useful but the industry was
• Will be meeting with Lester Deanes next week to talk about about how SLE can help with the International Student Resource initiative.
• Met with Kaitlyn Hancock (Program Assistant ) of the Conversation Partner Program → have only 24 participants; goal is to have more domestic students a part of the program → adding a feedback form to help improve program for the future
• Cafe International at Cultural Center → exposure to Linkedin Learning program (Lynda on MyUSF)
• Might need a meeting with Opinder Bawa for the online International Student Resource integration onto myUSF website
• Wants to start an initiative with international students and black students (might work with D’vine)